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W H Y  F U N D  G O L F ?



T H E  P I C T U R E  O F  G O L F

Golf is the largest adult-based participation sport in New Zealand with over 500,000 people

engaged in the game at grass roots level. With 385 golf clubs and close to 115 other golf facilities

the impact and visibility of golf is substantial. The game is in a strong period of growth,

traditional membership is stable and casual play is rapidly increasing. The future for golf and

golfs partners is an exciting one. The growth of golf means a increase in the scale of positive

impact through golf. That impact can be seen through greater social cohesion, positive health

and well being outcomes, strong economic impact and growing environmental and

sustainability outcomes. By partnering with golf, you support this positive change. Golf is truly

a game for all and provides a platform to enrich the lives of those engaged as well as local

communities. As a supporter of golf your are helping to drive these outcomes and are highly

visible as part of the social fabric that is grassroots sport in New Zealand. 

500,000 Participants

385 Clubs 

115 Other Facilities 

 10,000+ Volunteers 
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W H O  O U R  A U D I E N C E  I S

Partnering with golf allows you greater visibility across multiple sections of the population. We can work

with you to identify who you would like to target and develop a plan to grow your visibility with them. 

While golf has a core member demographic it also provides wider scope through its participation initiatives 

industry partners.



W H A T  Y O U  S U P P O R T

Inclusiveness and diversity.
By partnering with golf you not only support the work we do but also the people we serve,

helping us deliver positive impact throughout our communities. Golf is a truly inclusive game

for life. People across the country and of all skill levels play from the age of 5 through to 95. By

supporting golf you are helping us deliver initiatives engaging people of all ages, ethnicities,

socio-economic status and physical and cognitive abilities, a full cross section of New Zealand.

Below are a few of the initiatives that golf champions as part of being an inclusive and diverse

sport;

 

 

The following programmes are delivered right across New Zealand;

A proactive drive to encourage the inclusion of under-represented people within our game through

gender, ethnicity and culture, all abilities, age and the rainbow community.

Golf is officially partnered with the EDGA, the international body for disability golf to provide a player

pathway and international ranking system for golfers with disability.

Inclusion Charter

A commitment by golf to transform the sport to one that is highly engaging, accessible and fully inclusive

for women and girls at every level - Including the playing of the game, industry employment and

leadership and growth opportunities.

Women and Girls in Golf Charter

European Disability Golf Association Member

Inclusive Initiatives

An initiative focused on

supporting more women

to participate and engage

in golf.

An initiative focused on

enriching the lives of youth

through a love of golf.

An initiative targeted at

enriching the lives of those

people with cognitive and

physical disability through

a love of golf.



Sustainability and positive environmental outcomes
Golf is very proud of its positive impact on the environment and its ongoing commitment to

sustainability. Below are some key things you may not be aware of regarding golfs

environmental footprint; 

Through partnering with LiteClub, golf has been able to conserve 9.68 million litres of

water and reduce CO2 emissions by 1,460 tonnes.

Golf has a partnership with the Department of Conservation to support pest

eradication, native planting and regeneration of threatened species.

Courses provide: 

Important areas for safe nesting or migration of indigenous birds.

Environmental buffers to other green space, reducing the impact of erosion, noise

and light pollution and large-scale flooding.

Areas to sequester carbon and have the opportunity to support positive carbon

outcomes for communities.

Areas to educate about environmental impact.

Support for reducing the impact of storm water flooding.

Golfs Nationwide Sustainability Programme

Golf has a national sustainability programme called Driving the Green. The programme supports golfs

commitment to make sustainability a central pillar of our future development. As part of this programme,

golf has committed to addressing the major concerns of our generation;

The Impact

Golf has some fantastic sustainability benefits, a few are listed below;

Loss of biodiversity; fighting off invasive and alien species; protecting

habitats; pollution prevention; enhancing air quality

Maximising efficiency in the use of water, energy and materials, and

transitioning to clean, renewable and recyclable sources

Improving health and well-being; supporting partners and good causes,

delivering environmental, social and economic benefits, and healthy

recreation for all

Minimising carbon emissions and maximising sequestration value.
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Physical and Mental Health 
Golf is proud of its numerous benefits for both physical and mental well-being. A specific

initiative titled Love Golf Live Long is promoting these benefits, some of which are listed below;

 

Golfers, on average, live 5 years longer than non-golfers.

Playing 18 holes of golf is the equivalent of walking 12,000 steps, burning 2,000

calories, a 5-6km jog or a 45 minute fitness class.

The physical health benefits of golf contribute to the prevention of heart disease, type 2

diabetes, stroke and cancer.

Golf helps with the prevention and treatment of over 40 major chronic diseases.

Improves self-confidence and self-esteem.

Reduces the risk of anxiety, depression and dementia by between 20 – 30%



Local Community Impact
Golf facilities and organisations provide positive impact for their communities in the following

ways; 

Per annum, golf club's make an average of $28,000 worth of charitable donations. 

Clubs often provide their facilities at reduced cost for charitable causes.

Golf links with positive social events and organisations such as Mo Masters, Halberg,

Blind Sport, Cancer Society and others.

Charitable Work and Partnerships

Social Cohesion

Golf clubs and facilities provide a venue for gathering, social interaction and cohesion

that improves a sense of belonging and trust. 

Clubs reduce the impact of social isolation a growing issue for older New Zealanders. 

Social interaction has many benefits to support positive mental health and well-being

outcomes.

The average golf facility is supported by between 10-20 volunteers with some having

upwards of 100. These volunteers get great value and find purpose in supporting their

local community organisation.



We look forward to working with you

Economic Impact
Golf organisations and facilities provide positive economic impact right across the country. This

impact invests significantly in to local and regional economies through the following;

Employment

Construction

Golf Operations

 

Nationally, this investment is estimated to be in the vicinity of one billion dollars across the following

industries;

Aspiring Athletes

 
For young and old alike, golf allows ahtletes to find purpose and reach the levels of their aspiration. It is not

only the athlete that benefits from your contribution, but the network of people around the athlete who

support them also. Through golf, some of these athletes will launch their professional career, for others, it

will provide invaluable life experience and the opportunity to learn and grow.

Education

Course Design and Construction

Retail

Technology

Coaching

Administration

Management

Operations

Tourism

Machinery

Agronomy

Property

Golf Tourism

Events

Education


